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What we'll learn today

Get started as early as possible01
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Understanding your investment options

Pick an investment strategy
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Introduction to
Matajar Group and Its
Subsidiaries

Overview of Matajar Group Subsidiaries Introduction
Matajar Group is a leading e-commerce solutions
provider in the UAE, committed to excellence,
customer satisfaction, and technological
advancement. They aim to expand their reach and
influence in the market by setting new standards
in digital commerce while emphasizing integrity,
adaptability, and growth for value creation.

Matajar Group's subsidiaries, including Matajar
Shopping App and Bizfuel LLC, provide innovative
digital solutions in the UAE's business landscape.
They enhance online presence, offer rapid
delivery, digital marketing, and customer
engagement to strengthen the group's market
position.
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Individual
Subsidiary Analysis

Bizfuel LLC Mtecho.tech
Specializing in digital marketing, Bizfuel LLC drives
online visibility and growth for businesses,
leveraging innovative strategies and technology to
enhance client success in the digital realm.

Mtecho.tech focuses on cutting-edge tech
solutions, offering robust IT support and
development services that underpin Matajar
Group's digital infrastructure and e-commerce
platforms.
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4 Reasons why
investing is
good for you
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Matajar Group Wealth
Expansion

Investing in Matajar Group allows your
capital to flourish within a dynamic
market. Funds deployed in this rapidly
growing e-commerce sector harness the
potential of digital retail and technology,
promising significant returns as the
group scales and diversifies across the
UAE's thriving market.
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Why investing is
good for you
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Passive Income with
Matajar Group

Your investment in Matajar Group not
only supports business expansion but
also generates regular returns. As the
group's various ventures, like the Matajar
Shopping App and Bizfuel LLC, succeed
and profit, investors enjoy a share of this
success, translating into a steady passive
income stream.
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High Growth
Potential

Diversified Business
Portfolio

Strategic Market
Positioning

Investing in Matajar Group
offers access to the rapidly
growing e-commerce market in
the UAE. As the group expands
and innovates, investors can
expect significant appreciation
of their investments, benefiting
from the potential of online
retail and digital services.

Matajar Group's diverse range
of subsidiaries, including the
Matajar Shopping App and
Bizfuel LLC, provides a buffer
against market volatility. This
diversification means investors
are not reliant on a single
market or sector, reducing risk
and offering a more stable
investment.

Matajar Group has a strong
presence in e-commerce and
digital marketing, allowing
them to capitalize on emerging
trends and consumer
behaviors. This enables
proactive adaptations to
market changes, ensuring long-
term profitability for investors.
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Know your risk profile
Are you a conservative, moderate or aggressive investor?

Conservative Moderate Aggressive
Prefers stability and low risk,
focusing on secure investments
like bonds or fixed deposits,
accepting lower returns for
peace of mind.

Balances risk and reward,
combining stable investments
with some higher-risk options
like stocks for potential growth.

Seeks high returns, comfortable
with significant risk, and
primarily invests in volatile
markets like stocks or
cryptocurrencies.
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Pick an investment
strategy

Set investment
goals to reach

Select the right investment
for the right goals

Establish clear objectives aligned
with your financial aspirations.
Whether aiming for short-term gains
or long-term wealth accumulation,
setting specific goals helps tailor
your investment approach, ensuring
alignment with Matajar Group's
growth trajectory and market
opportunities.

Choose investments that match your
goals. Short-term strategies might
involve liquid assets for quick returns,
while long-term plans could focus on
acquiring equity in Matajar Group,
capitalizing on the e-commerce
sector's expansion for sustained
growth and profitability.
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Assuring Legal Transparency for
Investors in Matajar Group

Regular Financial Reporting

Clear Contractual Agreements  Investor Rights and Protection

Investors receive comprehensive,
regular financial reports on subsidiary
performances, offering transparency
and insight into their investments.

We provide transparent and
straightforward investment contracts,
detailing terms, rights, and obligations
to protect both the investor and the
company.

Matajar Group upholds investor rights,
including fair treatment, access to
information, and protection of
investment as per legal guidelines.

Regulatory Compliance
Matajar Group strictly adheres to local
and international investment
regulations, ensuring all subsidiary
operations and transactions are fully
compliant with legal standards.
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Matajar Group Investment ROI Model
with 40% Annual Return
Understanding Your Returns with Matajar Group’s Investment Model

Initial Investment and Annual ROI:1.
Example: An investor contributes AED 100,000 to Matajar Group.
With an annual ROI of 40%, the expected yearly return is significant.

Annual Return Calculation:2.
Yearly Profit = Investment × Annual ROI
Yearly Profit = AED 100,000 × 40% = AED 40,000

Monthly Profit Distribution:3.
Monthly Profit = Yearly Profit / 12
Monthly Profit = AED 40,000 / 12 ≈ AED 3,333.33
This provides investors with a consistent and attractive monthly income stream.

Cumulative Returns and Growth:4.
Over a 5-year period, without additional investments, the cumulative return on the initial investment would be
AED 200,000 (AED 40,000 yearly × 5 years).
This model offers substantial growth potential, especially for long-term investors.
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For more
information

Social Media

Email Address

Website

@matajar online

Info@matajargroup.com
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